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   KNIT-FOR-NOWT NEWSLETTER DECEMBER 2021     

I’m sure you’d agree that the need for our charity is a sad reflection of the state of our 

children’s mental health.  Here at Knit-for-Nowt we all want to help, and by making your 

fantastic handmade worry monsters, animal worry eaters and hand puppets you’re doing 

just that, and in such a valuable way. Your generosity is absolutely incredible. 

 

 

 

                        

School Counsellor, Swindon, Wiltshire 
 
“I have to say this has been the most difficult and heartbreaking year in terms of 
what children are worrying about.” 
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A RECENT REQUEST 

 

 

 

Name: Stephanie  

Subject: Puppets and worry dolls 

Message: I am an ELSA, and would really love some worry dolls 

and puppets for working with our children during our ELSA 

sessions. We are in an area where lots of our children come from 

families that aren’t well off and have many different struggles. 

Over lockdown I have missed out on being there for the children 

but now we are back I have a waiting list of children struggling 

with anxiety along with a whole heap of other issues. Lockdown 

has been so tough on families. It would be amazing if our school 

could be blessed with a selection of your wonderful worry dolls and 

puppets. Our school budget, like every other school, is tight and as 

an ELSA I often end up paying for my own books and resources. 

These would bring so much happiness to our children. Regardless 

of whether or not our school is chosen for your dolls I would like to 

say thank you so much for the joy you bring to the world. You 

probably don’t realise how many lives you have changed for the 

better and what a positive influence your hours or tireless work 

have on the world. The ripple effect is far reaching.  

Kind regards, Steph  
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LATEST NEWS FROM KNIT-FOR-NOWT 

No-one could have predicted the absolutely huge number of requests which Knit-for-Nowt 

would receive on September 11th.  The waiting list opened at 8am as promised, and 96 

emails came in instantly all together.  Within ten minutes there were over 200, and by the 

time the list closed again a couple of days later we had nearly 1,000.   

Whilst this is a considerable challenge for us, you have risen to that challenge in a superb 

way, giving your time, energy and love to each project, and then standing the cost of 

sending the items in.  You are very special people, and your talents are incredibly 

important to the charity. 

 

RESULTS OF OUR AUTUMN “LUCKY DIP” ANIMAL WORRY EATERS COMPETITION 

The winning numbers were picked by Linda, an ELSA therapist working in Willerby Carr 

Lane Primary School in Hull. 

                  Linda (left) picking the numbers with Clare (KfN organiser) 

              

 

Number of therapists now waiting for items @ December  

621 
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The whole thing proved a resounding success, and it was a delight to see how you 

responded in large numbers, with 280 entries.  The pictures of all entries are now on the 

website 2021 LUCKY DIP COMPETITION GALLERY on the following link:   

https://www.knitfornowt.org/new-gallery-of-animal-worry-eaters  

If you’re new to Knit-for-Nowt please knit these wonderful animal worry eater patterns, 

along with the worry monsters.  The patterns are all together now on the “Patterns for 

Worry Monsters/Animals” page of the website: 

https://www.knitfornowt.org/worry-puppet-patterns  

The lucky winners, who each received a £20.00 voucher for the shop 

blacksheepwools.com, were: 

                  Vanessa S – owl                 Joan W – frog               Vanessa J - monkey                               

 

                   Julie F – dog                                Ann W – one of these cats! 

 

 

 

https://www.knitfornowt.org/new-gallery-of-animal-worry-eaters
https://www.knitfornowt.org/worry-puppet-patterns
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FAME AT LAST!! 

You may have heard of Stuart Hillard, who was on the TV programme, “The Great British 

Sewing Bee”.  He has shown an interest in Knit-for-Nowt, and very kindly included a 

paragraph about us in a recent edition of the magazine “Craft Beautiful”. Here’s the page - 

the bit about us is at the bottom right, and then I’ve picked out the quote so that you can 

read it.  This publicity has brought us some new knitters.   
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Here’s the paragraph in case it was too small to read! 
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SCARY OR FRIENDLY MONSTERS? 

We have been asked to provide monsters which have a friendly face and also ones looking scary.  

Some knitters have questioned whether it’s helpful to use monsters with scary faces, when 

dealing with children who may have been through trauma.  Read here a therapist’s thoughts: 

“I work with “Educational Psychology for Everyone” as a child mental health Occupational 

Therapist and Relax Kids coach, and was the one who found our new monsters - through a fellow 

Relax Kids coach who was lucky enough to have received more than one of these creations from 

the charity Knit-for-Nowt, and so kindly shared it on.  We take the impressions and feelings of the 

children we support incredibly seriously and I can assure you that something like this would only 

be introduced when a trusting therapeutic relationship had been built up, in a gentle and sensitive 

way which fully acknowledged the needs of that child. We would also always carefully monitor 

responses and hold these at the centre of what we do. We use Worry Monsters like this as a way 

to communicate to the child that their worries and fears have been heard and held, that the 

‘monster’ can look after their worry for them until we are able to look at it together. Many of the 

children we work with who have sadly lived through trauma will have faced many dark and scary 

experiences, and sometimes therapeutic resources like this can help them begin to process and 

make sense of these in a supported and safe way - the charity that makes them has thousands of 

therapists who really love what they do, and I feel we are very lucky to have one joining our EPE 

family now too x” 

And another therapist agrees: 

“I can reassure you that we are experienced at working with children with a range of strengths 

and needs, and I trust we could pick up on those who found a monster disturbing. We use an 

extensive range of tools with children and select them carefully based on our knowledge of the 

child and the background information we have been given. Working with children who have 

experienced trauma is my particular passion as, in addition to being a psychologist and having 

been a Special Educational Needs Coordinator and teacher, I am a survivor of multiple childhood 

traumas. I and the rest of my team, will always put the needs of the children we work with first 

and ensure they feel safe.” 

                                                Friendly                                                         Scary           We need both types 
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FACEBOOK – SCARY OR FRIENDLY??! 

We often hear scare stories about Facebook, how it can adversely impact people’s lives, and 

people often worry about privacy etc..  But there is another side to Facebook; it can provide such a 

wonderful platform for groups of people to come together and share their ideas.   

We have found this recently ever since we set up our new Knit-for-Nowt Facebook group page, 

which we have entitled, “Knit for Nowt Knitters and Makers”.  This is a “Private Group”, which 

means that only those who have joined it can see the content, and we now have a really fantastic 

little community of “Knit for Nowters” who can share knitting tips and ideas, post pictures or 

simply just read others’ comments. (To be in this group you don’t have to write anything on the 

page, if you prefer you can just observe!). 

It’s incredible how useful this has been, with such lovely pictures to inspire and encourage each 

other, and all of us with a common goal – that of helping children.  Val Holmes, who is the brains 

behind many of our knitting patterns, has done a fantastic job of running this group, and, if you 

are stuck on a project, or need some advice, she is also a very handy person to ask, as she has 

been knitting for years and always loves to help if she can.  If it’s something she can’t immediately 

answer, this group is a way of others being able to offer their tips too!   

In particular, if we discover a glitch in any of our patterns, the group page is a way of telling people 

about it and what alterations we’ve made to the website pattern eg. a recent post, below, which 

Val posted after a knitter, Janice, spotted that the pattern had a glitch in it. 

If you’re not on Facebook though, and you have a knitting question, please do feel free to 

get in touch with Clare and ask for Val’s email address.  

She will then get back to you to try to help, or can refer it to someone else. 

Example of a post on Facebook – “Calling all Humbug the Hound knitters”. 

If you’ve printed off the pattern, please can you correct the section for the tail. 

Clare will be correcting it on the website shortly. It should say: 

Tail 

Cast on 16 sts. 

Ss 12 rows 

Row 13: K1, (K2tog, K4,)twice, K2tog, K1 (13sts) 

Ss 3 rows 

Row 17: K1, K2tog, K3, K2tog,, K2, K2tog, K1 (10sts) 

Ss 7 rows 

Row 25: (K1, K2tog) 3times, K1 (7 sts) 

Ss 3 rows 

Row 29: (K1, K2tog) twice, K1 (5 sts) 

Cut yarn leaving long enough end to sew side seam of tail. Thread yarn through 

remaining stitches and secure then sew up tail seam and stuff. 

Thank you Janice Stephens. You’re a star. I bet Sirdar and Patons have whole 

teams of professional test knitters and pattern proof readers. I wonder if I started 

with a purl row after cast on originally. That would have made the row count work. 
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SPECIAL REQUESTS 

Knit-for-Nowt does sometimes receive special requests, and we help if we can 

This came from a therapist who herself has Multiple Sclerosis and is in a wheelchair: 

“I have a quick question; do any of your talented crafters make puppets or dolls in 
wheelchairs? I currently have a child in Reception at school in a wheelchair, but we have 
nothing which represents her in the classroom. When she saw me for the first time in my 
wheelchair she was delighted, bless her. Everything I have seen online is either adult, tiny, 
or Barbie. So frustrating.” 
 
Our wonderful crocheter Helen was up for the challenge because she has made us 
monsters in wheelchairs on several occasions in the past.  Here’s the fantastic 
“Superman/woman” in a chair that she did!  She even thought of making it a removable 
skirt, so that it could represent differing genders.  It also has a superman cloak behind it 
which you can’t see. Huge thanks to Helen for this.  
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DISABILITY GALLERY 

Therapists find that monsters representing disability are really useful, either to help those 

children who have a disability, or to educate all children about inclusivity.  Unless for a 

specific request like the superman in a wheelchair, our monsters need to be a 

representation of disability in general, so we ask that you make your monster with only 

one leg or arm, and make a stump for the other limb, which looks more realistic than no 

limb at all.  Here are some that knitter/sewers have made to give you inspiration.  You 

could also make a disabled animal worry eater if you wish. 

 

 

  

 

Apologies if your monster with disability isn’t here, it’s not deliberate, just a lack of space! 

Please let Clare know if you’d like your monster to appear in the next Newsletter. 
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FEATURED MONSTERS THIS MONTH – what fantastic HAIR all of these have! 

It’s vital that hair could not be pulled out by a child (choking hazard) so please attach extra firmly – 

there is a document on the “Patterns for Monsters” Page on the website entitled “Attaching hair 

safely.”  The bootees/socks on the second one are a really fun additional feature! 

 

He looks a bit sad – that’s good, as we need some sad faced monsters as well as happy! 
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WHAT EYES SHOULD I USE ON MY MONSTER? 

You’re welcome to use whichever method for the eyes you wish, as long as it adheres to the safety 

rules, which are: 

 Safety eyes designed for stuffed toys are ideal, but not for the unstuffed puppets 

 Felt pieces cut to size are good and realistic looking, please sew them on rather than using 

glue.  Please always put a black circle in the centre for the pupil - a very small white stitch 

can be added on top of the pupil to give the eyes light and character (see 1st pic) 

 Buttons can be used, but please attach them extra firmly, preferably with strong 

embroidery thread.  They don’t tend to give as much expression as other methods though 

 Sew-on toy eyes are fine if attached extra firmly, but not the stick-on sort  

 Please don’t attach anything with glue 

 Therapists seem to prefer 2 eyes rather than 1 

Have a look at our “Rogue’s Gallery” of eyes, and have fun doing your own 

thing! 
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WHAT STUFFING SHOULD I USE? 

Knitters quite rightly are concerned to use the correct, approved stuffing in their 

monsters’ and/or puppets’ heads, but it’s often difficult to tell online whether stuffings 

are really suitable.  The old CE label has become the UKCA label after our leaving the EU, 

and there are various different BS markings covering flammability and cleanliness/toxicity 

– all very confusing!  When posting items, please confirm to Clare which stuffing you have 

used. 

The following are at present, (@ December 2021), available online and are approved for 

our items. You may use others which you find with the correct markings.  

HOLLOWFILL     https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/182637234827  

 

TRIMITS  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B07RR28NBP/ref=pe_3187911_185740111_TE_item 

HABICO 

https://www.minerva.com/mp/1192018/450gm-toy-filling-stuffing-white     

HOBBYCRAFT 

www.hobbycraft.co.uk – we have confirmed with them that the stuffing they sell complies 

But please bear in mind that all these can be purchased from various different 

manufacturers, so you might want to shop around a bit.  Please always look for the 

picture of the bag, with the BS numbers on it.  All three of the above have the correct 

markings.  The stuffing you use should have the following on the bag 

BS5852 (fire safety)              BS1425 (cleanliness), and/or EN71 or BS 5665  

https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/182637234827
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B07RR28NBP/ref=pe_3187911_185740111_TE_item
https://www.minerva.com/mp/1192018/450gm-toy-filling-stuffing-white
http://www.hobbycraft.co.uk/
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“PROFESSIONALS” HAND PUPPETS 

These lovely patterns by Val Holmes are much easier to knit than you think.  They are a 

very important part of our charity, because they represent characters who are often 

extremely prominent in some children’s lives.  The therapists will use them to try to take 

away any fear that the child may have of authority figures.  Almost all therapists need 

these, in addition to our family happy/sad sided sets.  Professionals puppets only need to 

be one sided, with a happy smile to encourage the child to think of them as friendly and 

helpful.  We have a huge number of therapists waiting for these, so please consider 

making some – they are especially useful for using up left over yarn. 

1 DOCTOR (if it’s too fiddly please leave the stethoscope off)     2  NURSE   

 

                                3   POLICE                                               4   PROFESSIONAL IN A SUIT 

 

And please see the website for the patterns for hand puppets of 5: a judge in robes, 6: a 

social worker and 7: a teacher, which complete the set which we send out. 
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FAMILIES OF HAND PUPPETS – Happy and sad sided 

Used in roleplay by therapists, and considered really effective and important therapeutic 

tools, these hand puppet families are very much sought after.  

These were made by Joan to our basic hand puppet pattern, and she’s adapted the heads 

to include stuffing.  This does make them look amazing.  If you want to do that, please 

ensure that, like Joan’s done here, the head is made in two separate stuffed pieces, in 

which the stuffing is fully enclosed.  Details of how to do this are now on a document on 

the “Patterns for Hand Puppets” page of the website, just above the Muslim puppets 

patterns.  Joan’s used the same technique on her “professionals” set to great effect. 

            Gran                           Grandad                           Mum                          Girl 

    

            Dad                                     Boy                      Social worker or Teacher                 Police 

    

                  Judge                               Doctor                            Nurse                    Professional in a suit 
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SUMMARY OF ITEMS NEEDED 

All patterns for the items below are now on the website  

1  Worry monsters – the basic monster pattern contains patterns for all additional features – 

please include at least 3 on your monster. “Toothy the Worry Eater!” monster is also very popular  

2  Worry Eaters (which aren’t monsters!) – we now do cat, dog, bear, monkey, rabbit, frog, 

pig, caterpillar, bee, owl – please ensure that you make a really good, deep pocket in these  

3  Sewn Mojo monsters – the knitted version didn’t prove so popular and it was more 

difficult to get good facial expressions, but the sewn version is just about the most popular item 

requested  

4  “Body Image” worry monsters, both in knitted and sewn versions, identical in height and 

colours, but one is fatter, one thinner.  Make up your own, or use our patterns  

5  Disability monsters – if only one leg or arm, please make a stump, it looks more realistic  

6 Abuse monsters - simply add a crescent shape around one eye, (black eye), and some 

purple, red or black marks on the limbs by sewing on pieces of felt, knitting or embroidering them 

7 Masks and pants for monsters – if you send a set of them we can fit them on the monsters 

here, or make your own for your monster. Please now use the larger version of the pants pattern, 

which is on the website, as our monsters are now bigger than previously  

8  Hand puppet families with happy/sad sides – Mum, Dad, Gran, Grandad, boy, girl, with 

siblings if you like. With faces in cream or pale pink yarn, or any shade of brown, but not black  

9  Hand puppet families as above, but specifically Muslim or Asian  

10  Bully hand puppet and Internet groomer hand puppet  

11  Pairs of identical hand puppets for Play Therapy “mirror” work – these could be “people” 

or animals 

12  “Professionals” sets of hand puppets: doctor, nurse, police, social worker, teacher, and 

judge in robes. We’d also like if possible a “professional in a suit”  

13  Animal or children’s character hand puppets – feel free to use patterns available online. 

As it’s for charity we’ve never had a problem with that, but we’re unable to put them up on the 

website due to copyright.  

14  Transgender hand puppets (one side male, one side female) 

15  Finger puppets – use any pattern you like 

16 Pregnant monster and pregnant hand puppet 
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RECENT FEEDBACK FROM THERAPISTS 

Anonymised feedback 

I have been working with a seven year old girl who has had an adverse childhood experience. She 
is extremely anxious and hyper vigilant. In my work with her I have been supporting her to make 
sense of her feelings and we have been talking about her worries. When I shared the worry 
monster she responded with a big smile. After listening to the poem* she immediately wrote 
down her worries and stuffed them deep inside the tummy of the worry monster. It was a 
powerful process for her to release her worries and detach from them. Her mother has noticed 
positive changes following the sessions held with her.  
 
I hope this case example illustrates the valuable contributions made by the knitters but also 
the existence of the charity in being able to provide this service to aid practitioners in their work.  
 
*the poem refers to an illustrated worry monster poem, which is sent with each order. 
 
Sarah – ELSA, (Emotional Literacy Support Assitant),  Primary School, Swindon 
 
Wow, wow, wow!!!!  I can’t thank you all enough for the incredible worry monsters.  I am truly 

blown away.  I have shown these to some of our teachers this morning who are just so impressed 

with them.  I can’t wait to show the children.  The kindness and generosity of all these knitters is 

so heartfelt.  Please pass on our gratitude to all.  These have just made my day x 

 

Miss Clubb, ELSA at Westwood Primary School, Flintshire, Wales sent us this lovely picture with 
her thanks. 
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Sharon – Counsellor working with traumatised children, Manchester 
 
My wonderful worry monsters arrived today and I won't lie - I cried, (happy tears).  They are 
absolutely perfect and I love each of them. You have literally covered every angle for me as I work 
with childhood abuse, domestic violence, anxiety, and for many children and young people who 
struggle to verbalise their thoughts around their trauma these will honestly be invaluable in my 
work. 
Please thank the amazing ladies who devoted their time to making them, I can't stop looking at 
them and I have already used one in a counselling session with a young person today. 
Thank you so much 
 
Alex -  sexual abuse charity, Nottinghamshire 
 
 I currently work for a charity called IMARA who support children & young people who have 

experienced sexual abuse. These children often have many worries regarding what happened to 

them, whether the perpetrator will come & find them again, what the trial in court will be like for 

them, and many more! I think a knitted worry monster would be the most amazing & useful tool 

to have with me when speaking with the children in my 1 to 1 sessions.  

Joanna – Children and Families Social Work team, Middlesbrough – hand puppets request 

I just wanted to send a short line to express my sincere gratitude for my parcel of puppets – I can’t 

believe that you have such skilled and generous folk within your charity.  The provisions really will 

make a difference to the children and families that I work with, aiding their comprehension of 

incredibly complex scenarios in such a fun and approachable manner.  I really can’t thank you 

enough and am spreading the word far and wide regarding your offering – well worth the wait and 

monthly diary reminders to get on your list!  I was especially touched by the consideration to 

different skin-tones within my parcel – this is so mindful and helpful, particularly when working in 

an area with higher proportions of minority ethnic groups. 

Julie – Learning Mentor/ELSA, Primary School, Lancashire 

I just wanted to let you know that I've received the monsters.  Oh my word! I really am quite 
overwhelmed. The hard work and skill that has gone into each one is just incredible.  I am so 
grateful to you and all the ladies that make this possible, and I know the children are going to love 
them just as much as I do.  From the bottom of my heart thank you so much. 
 
Beth – Glasgow Women’s Aid 

The worry monsters arrived today – they far exceeded any expectations I had!  Thank you so 

much.  We have refuges across Glasgow, and because we now have 6 worry monsters, each 

playroom in the refuges will all be able to have their own resident monster, and a children’s 

worker on hand to support in exploring their worries. Thanks so much again! 

Kate – Barnados, Oldham, Lancs 

 I am a family placement social worker preparing adoptive parents for the placement of children 
who have experienced adverse early life experiences, also doing direct work with children through 
children’s groups and therapeutic interventions (theraplay, life story work etc.). As children who 
have been affected by substance abuse, domestic violence, physical, sexual and emotional abuse 
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and neglect, all of the children placed have difficulties understanding their life journey, the 
emotions that they are feeling and building trust. We know that all of these can be addressed 
through therapeutic play which is a big focus for us. I am looking for hand puppets to be able to 
incorporate within both the training of adoptive parents as well as directly with the children. 
Many thanks  

 

Donna  – ELSA, Primary School, Cannock, Staffordshire, in the picture 

 

 
Teaching Assistant,  Manchester  
 
It’s heartbreaking to realise what an enormous waiting list you have as it so clearly illustrates the 
massive need there is all round the country.  
 
I’m based in the nursery at school this year and am supporting some of the large number of 
children with very complex additional needs who have joined us. I’ll be honest, we have never had 
to deal with such a challenging cohort before and the story seems to be the same across all Early 
Years settings in Manchester from what we hear. The impact of the lockdowns is really 
manifesting itself now - so many of the children have speech and language delay, problems with 
behaviour and socialisation and physical delay. Many of our children come from disadvantaged 
families who live in poor housing and they really struggled to cope during the pandemic. We have 
a number of children who have witnessed domestic abuse - this is often manifested in their play 
and the way they interact with other children and adults. Add to that the children with ASD 
(autism spectrum disorder) and other disabilities, then we find ourselves faced with a scary 
number of plates to spin and frankly not enough staff to cope adequately with it.  

 
Cat -  well-being counsellor for The Henry Allen trust- a children’s cancer charity 

They came today and I’m utterly blown away, they are incredible!!  The kids I work with will love 

them!!!!  Thank you so much.  I’ve had some really awful cases recently and these will definitely 

spark joy.  Thank you a million xx 
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Catherine  – ELSA, Primary School, Cheshire 

Just wanted to say a huge thank you for the worry monsters!  They have now found a home in my 
ELSA room and the children are already drawn to them! I’ve added a photo of me with them in 
their new home! 
 

 

 

Aisha – Play Therapist, Luton 

 
I received my worry monsters and worry pets and was astounded by the quality, care and thought 
put into each one. I can’t thank Knit-for-Nowt enough for these. They will come in so handy for an 
array of issues we see in the play therapy room.  
I would firstly like to thank the following knitters - Marion from South Wales (2 from her), 
Deborah from Huddersfield and Janice from Harpenden (those were the only knitters identified on 
my monsters). In particular I liked the monster with bruises who also had a pair of pants to 
explore the nspcc pants rule. Abuse seems to be a taboo subject so this will help a lot to address 
this. I also liked the addition of ‘Mojo’ in my set which has a pocket for worries and different facial 
expressions to select from, all in one monster. This will be great for helping children to express 
how they feel when they identify their worries. 

  
 

Jeannette – ELSA, Junior School, Southampton 

 I've been an ELSA in Southampton for over 14 years now and I've never seen such wonderfully 

knitted worry monsters as yours, and I know the many awesome children I work with would love 

to see them and hold them to share all their worries. I hope I'm one of the first 50 to go on your 

list, but if not I will try again.  

And after Jeannette received her monsters she sent this: 
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Wow, Where do I start with my thankyous for my absolutely amazing worry monsters. 

Firstly to the tremendously talented knitters: 

 Dianne in Warwickshire (fudge the frog) 

 Elizabeth in Notts (pregnant monster) 

 Patricia in East Yorks (Toothy) 

 Pam in Suffolk (pants) 

 Phyllis in Bath (monster with disability) 

And thank you to your wonderful organisation 

When I first opened my box of monsters I seriously couldn’t believe how beautiful they all were, 

the pure talent of your knitters is exceptional.  The hours and hours that they put into these 

monsters is just sheer remarkable.  The quality is perfect.  Please pass on my sincere thanks and 

gratitude, I can’t even explain how important the monsters are going to be with my ELSA children.  

A million thank yous. 
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Helen – Specialist Secondary School, Sheffield 

 
Just to let you know that we received the worry monsters this morning. We are absolutely 
delighted with them! They are all amazing, we love how different they are and are already 
working on assigning which students they would be best placed with. We particularly love the one 
with bruises and pants, and the cloth one with the different faces. As a school we work with 
students with Autistic Spectrum Conditions and Communication difficulties and these will be a 
fantastic resource for us to support them with their emotional wellbeing, particularly our students 
who have experienced (or experiencing) some form of trauma. 

 

Polly – North Wales 

 Hello , I would like to kindly request that I be put on the waiting list please. I am an NHS 

Neurodevelopmental Practitioner and these knitted resources would be so beneficial in both our 

assessment work and especially in our therapy intervention with neurodivergent children and 

young people. These resources would help greatly in engaging with children and young people 

who inherently have social and communication difficulties and who are unable to verbally engage. 

I can't begin to tell you how important and beneficial they will be for the fabulous young people 

that we get to work with. Many of the youngsters referred to our service have anxiety so these 

would be fabulous. If I'm not successful this time round then I'd love to be placed on the waiting 

list for next time if that's possible. Thank you so much for considering my application and a huge 

thank you to all your knitting volunteers. What a wonderful job they do.  

Best regards, Polly  

 
Karen - Isle of Wight Youth Trust and Independent Counsellor  
 
The worry monsters were just fantastic.... I just cried when I opened them.  It’s very humbling to 
see the amount of work that has gone into them.  The hand puppets are absolutely amazing, thank 
you so much.  I particularly like the set of professionals that I will keep for my private practice, as I 
work with a lot of vulnerable children, who are referred with professional involvement in their 
lives.  These puppets will be invaluable in helping them to explore their experiences.  Please send 
my thanks to these wonderful knitters for their exceptional kindness x 
 

Lisa – Therapeutic Play Practitioner, Hampshire 

Hi, I received my box of worry monsters a few days ago and I am blown away by how amazing 

they are!  Each and every one is beautifully made, and much larger than I expected, which is great 

for cuddles. My daughter, who is  5, has already taken a shine to Mojo, made by Christine in 

Devon, as she uses the different faces to tell me how she’s feeling by pretending he feels the same 

way.  We then try and make the worry monster feel better.  It’s wonderful.  Thank you to Marion, 

Jill, Elizabeth and Pat too.  You are such a kind hearted charity. 
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Carrie  – Play Therapist, Huddersfield 

I received my box of monsters earlier this week. I wanted to say thank you to you and the 

volunteers for such wonderful creations. I was actually a bit overwhelmed opening them as they 

are so lovely and detailed, and I can see the care and skill that has gone into making them. I can't 

wait to put them to use and know they will be well used with the children. 

Sarah – Primary School,  Stockport 

I just wanted to send a message to say a huge thank you for our worry monsters.  I cannot believe 

how wonderful they all are.  They made me quite emotional and I know our children will just love 

them.  Please pass on our thanks to all your wonderful knitters, they are truly incredible.  You truly 

are angels, and we are overwhelmed with your act of generosity xx 

Gillian – Play Therapist, Leeds 

Hello Clare and knitters! 
Just wanted to say an absolutely huge thank you for the amazing worry monsters. I was blown 
away when I opened the box! I love how they all have individual traits and they will be so useful in 
my play therapy practice. You clearly put a lot of pride and effort into them and are a talented 
bunch. Thanks so much again 
 
Alison – Primary School,  Essex 
 
I have just opened the box of worry monsters – to say I’m blown away would be an 
understatement!!  They are amazing and beautiful and beyond anything I had dreamed of!!!  You 
are doing an amazing job – and as I start a new term with my new small clients these will be soo 
useful!!  Thank you again so much and please pass on my thanks to everyone involved in this 
amazing endeavour – you are all doing a brilliant job!!   
 

Rachel – Primary School, Nottinghamshire 

Currently in year 1 we have a child who is selective mute. She will talk to her friends but will only 

nod or shake her head at adults, I’m hoping that the hand puppets and worry monsters will help 

her to gain more confidence to talk to myself and other members of staff. The amount of children I 

work with has grown significantly since returning to school after lockdown and I want to do all I 

can to help and support these children. Thank you so much for all you do. I really hope that I am 

lucky enough to be one of the first 50. You do a fantastic job and I myself along with many others 

am very grateful. Wishing you all the best and thank you, Rachel  
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 Message: Hello I think your charity is amazing! 

We work with a higher than average percentage 

of “Pupil Premium” and Additional Needs” 

children. In addition to this we have a specialist 

18 space autism centre. These puppets and worry 

monsters would have such an incredible impact 

on the children within our school. An example of 

two children I had in my class last year would be 

child A who watched his father abuse his mother 

and came into school terrified that he would be 

stabbed. Whilst child B was nonverbal for most of 

the year due to trauma taking place at home. 

These are not two isolated children and by far not 

the worst case studies. Puppets and worry 

monsters would help these children to feel safe 

and secure enough to open up and share their 

anxieties, worries and feelings. We would love 

both the hand puppets and worry monsters to 

support children across the two settings. Thank 

you so much for your consideration 
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Parcels are going out to therapists right up until Christmas, so please feel free to post 

items to us before December 18th, (the last posting date for Royal Mail second class).  I 

think we all deserve a break, so please delay sending parcels from 18th December to 2nd 

January, but please begin sending parcels to Knit-for-Nowt again from the 3rd January. 

You are all amazing people, and I want to thank everyone who has made items for us 

during 2021, what you’ve achieved has been nothing short of staggering.  I hope that 

you’ll continue to keep the needles clicking/ spools turning in the New Year, as we still 

have a very long waiting list, but in the meantime I wish you a very Happy Christmas! 

Clare Allan, organiser, Knit-for-Nowt charity  December 2021 

www.knitfornowt.org   email: knitfornowt@gmail.com  01377 270624 or 07538 157487 

http://www.knitfornowt.org/
mailto:knitfornowt@gmail.com

